Gorlice, data 1st of January 2013

GENERAL SALE AND MONTAGE CONDITIONS OF TLC LTD

1. DEFINITIONS
1.1 OWSiM – present General Sale and Montage Conditions
1.2 Price-list – the current standard-price-list for products prepared by the Seller.
1.3 Seller – TLC Ltd. with the seat in 38-300 Gorlice, addressee: 38-300 Gorlice, ul Chopina 56. registered in
companies register of the National Judicial Register conducted by The District Court for Cracow - Downtowns in
Cracow, XII The Economic department of the National Judicial Register under the number: 0000245912
1.4 Buyer – the natural person, the corporate body, organizational unit not possessory the legal status, making
an order or buying products of the Seller (present OWSiM applies exclusively to contracting Seller parties being
companies; OWSiM dont have using to contracting parties being consumers in the understanding of Article.
221 of Civil code).
1.5 Products – products produced by the Seller and commercial products.
1.6 Paries– the Seller and the Buyer

2. THE CONTRACT CONCLUSION AND THE RANGE OF OWSiM USSING
2.1 Present general sale conditions determine execution environments by TLC Ltd., further called the Sellers,
sell and goods deliveries agreements in favor of Buyer.
2.2 OWiMS are general contracts conditions in the understanding of Article. 384 and following of civil code and
are used by the Seller. OWS are the integral part of the confirmation order or the pro form invoice and contract
between the Seller and the Buyers which is contracted by the Buyer signature on the order confirmation or the
pro form invoice.
2.3 The Contract is binding for Parties with the moment of the delivery to the Seller the by buyer signed order
confirmation or the pro form invoice.
2.4 The signature by Buyer an order confirmation or pro form invoice state acceptance of present General Sale
and Montage conditions with the exclusion these agreed decisions which the Page otherwise written agreed.
2.5 All notifications, the information, confirmations and notifications made by buyer they demand the written
form.

3. THE PRICES
3.1 Prices are fixed in compliance with a in the day of the order acceptance obligatory price-list and this are
net prices - without the value added tax. To settled net prices is added the value added tax in the height of at
present obligatory for buying goods in the invoice issuing day.
3.2 The actualization of the price-list cancels the previous edition.

3.3 Prices contain the goods packing charges according to standards used by the seller. The Seller reserves the
right to the price increasing in the case of non-standard packing.
3.4 The Seller reserves the right to the change of the order value in the case of height changes of the value
added tax or introductions of other taxation forms.
4. THE DELIVERY PLACE
4.1 If the Parties did not otherwise agreed, the Buyer receive the goods from the Seller storehouse, The buyer
receiving the goods, is obliged to this execution in work hours of the storehouse of the Seller in compliance
with the confirmed receiving term. The quantitative and qualitative receiving takes place before the loading.
The buyer should have a car to adapted to the transport of ordered goods. The all risk connected with the
goods passes on Buyer with the moment of the loading end.
4.2 In the case of the delivery with the Seller transport, the Buyer is obliged to receive ordered goods in the
fixed term (terms), and particularly to proper technically preparations and unloading executions in the delivery
place and the quantitative and qualitative receiving (in range of visual defects) before the unloading. The all
risk of the damage or the loss of goods pass on Buyer with the moment unloading beginning. The buyer is
obliged to control the shipment for the purpose to settlement visible damages during the transport. In case of
the statement such damages, is to prepare the complaint protocol with the participation of the carrier. If in the
moment of shipment receiving the state of it did not wake provisions, and the damage was stated during
unpacking, should stop further unpacking and immediately, but not later than 14 days from the delivery date to
inform the Seller. Notifications (complaints) stated after this term will be not considered.
4.3 In case of the lack of the unloading possibility from reasons on the Buyer side he will cover costs of storage
and insurance of goods in the flat-rate height 0,33% of order gross values daily, and moreover the costs of the
repeated transport.
4.4 The Seller reserve the right to realizing of the partially delivery. In case, when the order is realized by the
Seller partially, the Buyer is obliged each time to the pay for delivered goods.
4.5 The goods delivery to Buyer takes place each time on the basis of the delivery document. The document
signature by both sides without reservation means that the good or its the agreed party was delivered in the
quantity indicated in the document and does not possess visible defects.
5. THE DELIVERY TIME
5.1 The delivery time within Republic of Poland, definite in the order confirmation or the pro form invoice is
binding for the Seller under the condition that he will receive by buyer signed order confirmation and other
required documents two business days before the time delivery, at the very latest until 12.00. If the order is
made in the electronic form (e-mail only with the senderʹs address), the confirmation can follow in the same
form under the condition of maintenance of the identical senderʹs address.
5.2 In case, when by Buyer signed the order confirmation or the pro form invoice the Seller will receive after
the above-mentioned term, or the Buyer will delay the delivery to the Seller essential for the contract subject
realization the documents or instructions, then Seller will be authorized to the one-sided back out of the
contract, delivery refusal with its own transport (if sides so fixed) or displacements the delivery term, at least
for the Buyer delay period. The Seller will be entitled to the declaration placement about the contract
termination in cases above mentioned in 3 days term since the day indicated as the delivery time in the order
confirmation or on the pro form invoice.

5.3 The delivery term for Buyers from outside Republic Poland are individual fixed.
5.4 In case of the delivery refusal with the Seller transport or the displacement of the delivery term, the Buyer
can receive the ordered good with the own transport. The condition this receiving is the previous delivery of
signed order confirmation or the pro form invoice and other by the Seller required documents.
5.5 If the delay in delivery follows from reasons on the Seller side by the period longer than 30 days, the Buyer
has the right to require only contractual punishment in the height of legal interest from the sum of the paid
advance payment, counted from the followed day after 30 days from the planned delivery until the real
delivery day. In the case delays only delivery part the charging of the contractual punishment follows
proportional from such part paid advanced payment.
6. PAYMENT TERMS
6.1 If the Parties not otherwise agreed, the Buyer is obligatory the full advanced payment; before the good
receiving.
6.2 In case of other agreements , the Buyer is obliged to the pay of the invoice amount in term definite in
cooperation conditions agreed between the Sellers and the Buyer.
6.3 For the day of the payments execution is considered the influence day of transfer on seller bank account.
6.4 The Buyer is not authorized to the retention of the price pay refers the invoice by reason of by Buyer
notified complaint or other claims connected with the delivery realization
6.5 In case of the delay in the payment the Selling is entitle to charge legal interest for delay period.
6.6 In case of the assessment payment lack after due date, the Seller has right to commission to the third
subject to financial claim, together with interest due legal.
6.7 In case of the information obtainment about the worsening of the Buyer financial situation and the
limitation his abilities to the liabilities repayment, Seller reserves the right law to demand from the Buyer
payment guarantees for the ordered good. In case of impossibilities of the immediate guarantee obtainment,
the Seller will be authorized to the retention of the contract realization to the moment of the guarantee
obtainment.
7. PROPRIETORSHIP
7.1 Selling reserves the right of property of all by the order covered goods and delivered to Buyer to the full
payment moment to the Seller, resulting from the order value and possible additional transport costs and/or
the percentage for the delay. In this situation Selling reserves the right to retention movable parts to the
payment settlement time.
7.2 In case of the delay in payments the Seller can send the written demand to return received, and not paid
Products. The buyer is obliged on own cost and risk to return all not paid Products to the place indicated by
through the seller within 14 days from the moment of the demand sending.
7.3 In case, when the Buyer works on order, or as the agent, accepts on himself the full responsibility for results
of the reservations of the property right by the Seller, about which is above mentioned , about what is obliged
to inform the Client or the final buyer.

7.4. The Buyer incurs a risk the accidental loss or the damage of the goods within a period between the giving
and the passage of the good right property for his thing.
7.5 In the case when the Seller will be realized authorizations resulted from present point, the Buyer will be
laden with all costs connected with the necessity receiving of possessions due to the Buyer fault, particularly
with the execution by Seller workers the disassembly of sale objects and their transport to Seller seat.
7.6 The seller issues in term of 7 days from the disassembling and the transport sale objects the value added
tax in the interest of Buyer for above mentioned services. the Buyer is obliged to pay the invoice during 7 day
from issuing.
7.7. The Seller, taking the commodity in case of the realization of authorizations consequential from the
property right reservation, is entitled to claim the suitable reward for the good waste or the damage. The Seller
can also claim compensation, if value of good was decreased with relation to of the definite value on the sale
invoice concerning of the good as his price.
7.8 Selling is authorized to claim on general rules of other costs resulted in connection with the necessity of the
act realization basing on recordings of present point, as well as the harm caused to the Seller, and resulted due
to default on contract decisions OWiMS TLC Ltd. concerning the due date.
7.9. With the moment of bankruptcy or systemic proceeding beginning in relation to the Buyer, is he obliged to
mark the good showing the existence of the property right reservation in the Seller interest. In case of the good
occupation being the Seller property in execution proceedings directed to the Buyer fortune , is he
obliged immediately to inform the Seller about this fact and to cooperate with the Seller at the realization of
his rights in relation to the subject making the good seizing within the framework of all accessible resources.
7.10 The Seller can authorize writing the Buyer to the further disposal, within the framework of driven
enterprise, the good dependent to the right property reservation, under the condition that the Buyer will make
the simultaneously efficient transfer in the Seller interest to the further good buyer for the price payment. The
made transfer is the Seller claim protection for the sale price payment by the buyer and does not release him
from the duty payment of the remaining part price; in case of the further good disposal the buyer is obliged
immediately to inform the Seller about the person of the further buyer.
8. THE MONTAGE
8.1 the Montage of sale objects as per the agreed contract or the order will be made by the Seller it will
become after the earlier agreement and in place and the time specified with contract recordings and the order
or the Seller commercial offer.
8.2 The Buyer is obliged to make available to Seller workers the montage place to making possible the
assembly-works realization, moreover the Buyer is obliged to make available to Seller workers the information
map of the montage place with the indication of electric wirings, CO, of telecommunication and all other
installations on the montage ground as well as of the all other documentation for which will ask the Seller, and
which is necessary to the correct montage performance.
8.3 the Beginning of montage-works by Seller workers is dependent from delivery by Buyer the documentation
specified in the point 8.2. The delay in the montage realization due to the in lack of the realization by Buyer
the duty specified in point 8.2 of the present clause cannot be treated as the delay due to the seller fault
8.4 the whole responsibility for the correct lay-out of the montage line carries the Buyer.

8.5 The Buyer carries the whole responsibility for possible harms resulted due to montage works made on
place and basing on by Buyer indicated montage line and the delivered documentation about which is
mentioned in the point 8.2.
8.6 the Buyer Responsibility included the harm caused to third persons, resulting in the environment, as well
as caused to montage making Seller workers and resulting from wrong information included with the
documentation delivered by buyer.
8.7 The Buyer does not carry the responsibility for harms resulting due to the apparent error of montage
making Seller workers.
8.8 The buyer is obliged to make available free of charge to the Seller the heavy equipment together with the
operator service necessary to performance of foundations or other heavy works.
8.9 In case of the arising of unforeseeable hindrances being in the ground (on the montage line ) making
impossible the performance of montage-works by the Seller, The buyer is obliged on own cost and the
responsibility to remove immediately
8.10 In case of the arising of weather conditions not allowed for the realization of montage works of assembly,
the Seller will stop their realization to the moment of the atmospherically conditions change to permit to make
correct montage-works. Connected with above-hindrances standstills or the delay cannot be treated by buyer
as been guilty by the Seller.
8.11 the montage execution will be confirmed with the official certificate of montage-works completion signed
by Buyer and the Seller representative.
8.12 All attentions concerning of by the Seller performed montage should definite by Buyer on the official
certificate of montage-works completion
9. THE SELLER RESPONSIBILITY FOR GOOD DEFECTS
The care about careful quality control of the provided assortment TLC lies also in the Buyer interest. The
investigation of the possible complaint will make easy the additional information in the form of the description
and the photographic documentation. Possible delivery disagreements or the goods defect should notify in
compliance with General TLC Ltd Guarantee Conditions.
9.1 The Buyer is obliged to make possible to the Seller goods control whose complaint refers and keep original
packing for the purpose to the back transport using. In case of the original packing destruction the Buyer will
assure proper the good packing to the transport.
9.2 If the page will not otherwise decide, the research will take place in the Seller seat, where the Buyer is
obliged to delivery advertised good on own cost.
9.3 The Seller is obliged within 14 days from the receipt of advertised good with the complete documentation
to inform Buyer about own position in this complaint matter. In justified cases allows the possibility to
inspection performance at Buyer.
9.4 In case of the complaint acknowledgement the Selling will exchange complained good in term 14 days since
the day of the complaint acknowledgement. If research were made on complained good part, then in the case
of the complaint acknowledgement the Buyer will return on own cost remaining complained commodity until
the day of his exchange.
9.5 The Seller answers only for actual damages, with exclusion of lost profits.

9.6 The Seller is not obliged to repair other defects due to delivery of the defective goods. The answers to the
value of complained good.
9.7 The Seller does not carry the responsibility for harms resulting from irregular good stock keeping by Buyer
(eg. for harms resulting of mechanical damages, good dips the aggressive environmental factors activity etc.).
9.8 All compensatory claims should – if the Seller harms did not clearly confirm- accept by the court during one
year from learn about the harm, otherwise these claims will go out.
9.9 The Seller does not carry the responsibility to the Buyer for standstills in the production, the profit loss, the
use loss, the contracts loss nor for any other economic losses or indirect damages.
9.10.All Buyer authorizations foreseen for this expire after one year, counting since the day of the good issuing
to Buyer.
9.11 The Buyer will release the Seller from the all responsibility in event of compensatory claims and third
subjects citations.
10. THE GUARANTEE
10.1 The guarantee given by the Seller is valid on the ground of Poland and refers bought and installed on the
ground of Poland products.
10.2 The guarantee responsibility refers only defects resulting from reason in the product, warehoused
products and products stored in covered, dry and airy rooms or installed in normal environmental conditions.
The guarantee does not include damages resulting during the transport not made through the Seller agency
10.3 The Base to claim carrying due to guarantee is the purchase proof.
10.4 The complaint-notification accepts point, wherein the product was bought or in special cases (eg. the sale
point liquidation) TLC productive department.
10.5 The complaint-notification should put immediately (not later within 14 days) after the defect or the fault
identification in written form. All public defects they must be notified before Product installing. The defective
Product using is categorically prohibited , because can cause the threat of safety for the user and into the
groundless manner to increase the repairs costs range. For harms being the result of the defective or damaged
using the product the Selling does not carry the responsibility.
10.6 The Seller does not carry the responsibility for harms, which will come into being in customer fortune
components other than the object whose refers given guarantee.
10.7 The Seller gives the qualitative guarantee for delivered products for a period of 24 months, counted since
the day of the correct value added tax invoice using confirming the purchase, however no longer than for a
period of 30 months from the production on the product plate given date , under the condition of the installing
and using given product in compliance with the proper Instruction of the Montage and the Service and the
destination. The by the Seller given guarantee condition for anticorrosive coats are definite in pkt. 10.8 and in
below specified range have priority over recordings of the present point TLC Ltd.OWSiM.
10.8 the Period of anticorrosive warranty:
a) for galvanized products– 2 years, however no longer than 2 years and 6 months from the production date,
whereat the guarantee will be short, when the article is installed in the environment.






C2 according PN-EN ISO 9223:2012 (eg. country-side, not heated buildings) to 1 year and 6 months,
C3 according to PN-EN ISO 9223:2012 (eg. urban areas, coastal areas with the small salinity, industrial
buildings) to 1 year, products exploited in environments C4, C5 according to PN-EN ISO 9223:2012 and
installed less than 500m from the shoreline are switched off from the anticorrosive guarantee ,
with the guarantee are not included co-operative elements in which follows the mutual galvanized
surfaces friction (eg. hinges) and elements whose surfaces areas are subject of scratches,

b) for fire galvanized products - in compliance with the norm PN-EN ISO 1461 – 10 years, however no longer
than 2 years and 6 months from the production date, whereat the guarantee will be short, when the article is
installed in the environment.
 C4 according PN-EN ISO 9223:2012 (eg. areas industrial and coastal about the average salinity,
chemical works, swimming-pools, repair shipyards) to 5 years,
 C5 according to PN-EN ISO 9223:2012 (eg. grounds strongly industrialized with high atmospheric
humidity the aggressive atmosphere, sea-sides with high salinity) to 2 years,
c) for galvanized and with polyester paints painted pulveraceous products – 10 years, however no longer than
10 years and 6 months from the production date, whereat the guarantee will be short, when the article is
installed in the environment.
 C3 according to PN-EN ISO 9223:2012 (eg. urban areas, coastal areas about the small salinity,
industrial buildings) to 5 years,
 C4 according PN-EN ISO 9223:2012 (eg. areas industrial and coastal about the average salinity,
chemical works, swimming-pools, repair shipyards) to 2 years,
 products exploited in environments C5 according to PN-EN ISO 9223:2012 and installed less than
500m from the shoreline are switched off from the anticorrosive guarantee ,
 the guarantee on the top coat amounts 2 years,
d) for polyester paints painted pulveraceous products – 2 years, however not longer than 2 years and 6 months
from the production date, whereat the guarantee will be short, when the article is installed in the environment:
 C2 according PN-EN ISO 9223:2012 (eg. country-side, not heated buildings) to 1 year and 6 months
 C3 according to PN-EN ISO 9223:2012 (eg. urban areas, coastal areas about the small salinity,
industrial
 buildings) to 1 year,
 C4 according PN-EN ISO 9223:2012 (eg. areas industrial and coastal about the average salinity,
chemical works, swimming-pools, repair shipyards) to 9 months,
 products exploited in environments C5 according to PN-EN ISO 9223:2012 and installed less than
500m from the shoreline are switched off from the anticorrosive guarantee ,
e) for spray painting products with painterʹs systems – the warranty period of individual fixed depending on
the durability of applied painterʹs system and environments and conditions in which will be exploited the
construction as per standard PN-EN ISO 12944-2:2001, however not shorter than 1 year.
f) for stainless-steel products – 2 years, however no longer than 2 years and 6 months from production date,
whereat:
 the guarantee is given under condition that the montage of elements took place in compliance with
the suitable Montage and Service Instruction and that elements are periodically maintained in
compliance with recommendations of the Use Instruction and the maintenance of Elements
Performed of Stainless-Steel
 elements performed of stainless-steel 1.4301 (AISI 304) exploited in the environment with the high
and very high corrosives (the category C4 and C5 according to PN-EN ISO 9223:2012) are switched off
from the anticorrosive guarantee ,

Moreover in all cases:








the lengthened anticorrosive guarantee does not included the change of the coats color, elements
performed from plastics and automatic and accessories lock-hinge elements – the period of warranty
amounts 2 years,
the Guarantee is given under the condition that the montage of elements took place in compliance
with the suitable Montage and Service Instruction and with rules of the builderʹs art, and the product
is used in compliance with his destination ,
the Guarantee is given for all errors resulting during the production and on anticorrosive protection
under condition that products are exploited in temperatures from -20 °C from +50 °C and were
installed in the temperature not lower than 0 °C,
From the guarantee are excluded not safe cut edges of the or in montage progress performed (wires
endings, openings edges etc.) in distance 10 mm from the cut line (does not refer products performed
from the stainless steel).

10.9 The Seller gives the guarantee for performed montage-works in period of 24 months from the signature
date by Pages of the montage-works certificate of completion. The guarantee for montage works is given only
for montage latent defects whose the Buyer did not have possibilities to state in the signature day of the
montage works certificate of completion.
10.10 Within a guarantee period are removed all product defects resulting from stated materials defects errors
in the production
10.11 The Seller is obliged to repair the defective product or to product exchange for new.
10.12 The mentioned parts pass for Seller property or the service firm , entitled by TLC.
10.13 The guarantee service provisions will be not realized in case of :
 mechanical damages resulting during stock keepings, the montage and product using inconsistently
with the destination
 the Montage performed by the incompetent person (without suitable trainings and qualification
resulting from the knowledge and the practical experience, assuring the montage realization correct
and safe, not possessing proper Montage and Service Instruction)
 Services and using discordant with the Montage and Service Instruction of the product or using the
inefficient product;
 maintenance renunciation of the in Manual Montage described product;
 Inadequate and with Manual Montage discordant product service or inefficient product using;
 external factors Activities such as: the fire, salts, lyes, acids, organic solvents containing esters, liquors,
aromas, the glycolic ether or chlorinated hydrocarbonaceous materials and other aggressively working
chemical matters (eg.: the cement, the lime, resources rubbing off and purgative causing decreases of
materials or outlines) or abnormal weather conditions and natural disasters, fate events;
 Disturbances in the controller device working due to the strong magnetic field from next situated
energy-devices or radio.
 adaptations or constructional changes made by the user or third persons not authorized by the Seller
to such changes;
 Repairs performed by incompetent persons (not possessing the suitable training and qualification
resulting from the knowledge and practical experiences, assuring corrected and safe montage
realization , not possessing proper Montage and Service Instruction or not authorized by the Seller;
 Non-fulfillments of acts foreseen in the Montage and Service Instruction to realizations which is the
product user obliged in own scope and on own cost;




montage performance not as per building rules;
Damages resulting from of unsuitable article storage or the stock keeping

10.14 The repair costs of damages and defects not dependent to the guarantee repair carries exclusively Seller
service calling.
10.15 In the case of the component delivery necessity to the expertise at the supplier the investigations
complaint period can extend
10.16 The guarantee for the sold article does not exclude, does not limit nor hangs buyer authorizations
resulting from the article disagreement with the contract.
10.17 The guarantee confirmation is by TLC signed contract, order or offer of the Seller to which are enclosed
present OWSiM.

11. THE FORCE MAJEURE.
11.1 The Seller does not carry the responsibility for the non-fulfillment or the improper delivery realization, if it
is a resulting of extraordinary events, being out of control the seller, and particularly of the legal act of the
authority or the force majeure.
11.2 For force majeure the Parties understand extraordinary events independent from the given Parties
impossible to foresee and prevention, also then, when his avoidance would demand to undertake of activities
whose costs increase possible to the rescue advantages. Particularly for cases of the force majeure are
understand : the war, social unrest, natural disasters, the natural cataclysm as the earthquake or the flood, the
explosion, the fire, the strike, the mobilization, raw materials lacks of, lacks transportive, strikes, lock-out.
11.3 The Seller immediately will notify Buyer about the existing hindrance in the delivery realization. In such
case The Seller will be authorized to withdraw from a contract in whole or partly the en bloc or parts without
compensatory liabilities to the Buyer. The Seller declaration about the withdraw from the contract in above
indicated circumstances, can make in term 3 days since the planned delivery day.
12. CONFIDENTIALITY RULES
12.1 All information obtained by the Buyer, in connection with the realization of contract with the Seller or at
the delivery realization basing on the Buyer order or the Seller offer, they can be put-upon only for the
realization purpose. The buyer will keep strictly confidentiality rules with relation to all above mentioned
information. Within a period of being valid with the Seller contracted of contracts and in 5 years after their
determination or solution The buyer will not publish, deliver, show and give no information which will obtain
in connection with the deliveries realization by the seller, independent from of the legal relationship on which
on the base were realized.
12.2 All documents, plans, data and other information and their carriers delivered to buyer by the Seller in
connection with the delivery realization are a seller property and after determination or solution of the Parties
connected the legal relationship they are subject to the absolute of back turn to the Seller.
12.3 Buying is responsible for the undertaking and the assurance of all requisite means assuring keeping of the
above-mentioned clause of the confidentiality by own workers.

12.4 In case of the break of the above-prohibition the Seller will count the Buyer the contracted penalty in
amount 250.000,00 zloty. The Above-decision does not exclude to reach by the Seller the damage transferring
the height of the reserved penalty on general rules.
12.5 the Obligation to the confidentiality maintenance does not disturb the duty of any from Parties to the
delivery the information to this entitled organs, as well as parties authorizations to the giving to the public
message of the general information on their activity and the information whose the duty of the disclosure
determine general valid laws regulations.
13. THE WITHDRAW OR THE NON-STANDARD ORDER CHANGE
13.1 The Buyer it can withdraw or to change the non-standard order exclusively behind with the written notice
to the Seller.
13.2 In the case of the withdraw or the change of the non-standard order before ordered goods production
beginning, the Buyer will pay the Seller the contracted penalty in amount 10% order net values.
13.3 The contracted penalty registered payment does not deprive the Seller of the right to demand further
indemnities on general rules , if the penalty does not cover the Seller harm.
13.4 In case of the cancellation by Buyer non-standard order already performed or being in realization phase,
the Buyer is obliged to the all dues payment.
13.5 In other cases of the Buyer resignation from the order, he loses the right to claim of the turn of the paidup payment on account.
14.FINAL DECISIONS
14.1 In matters not ordered in present General conditions of the sale and montage or the contract apply
general valid laws regulations.
14.2 Litigations which can result between Parties will be decided by the competent court for the Seller seat.
14.3.If each decisions of present General Conditions of Sale and Montage would prove unimportant or
ineffective this will not have the influence on the importance and an efficiency of remaining decisions. In such
case the Parties commit to accept such decisions which will reflect effectively the parties previous will.

In the name TLC Ltd.:
The President Of The Board
Mats Thomas Lingefelt

